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Our environment contains a large amount of visual in-
formation, such as different objects, buildings, and faces, 
making it impossible to process this complex information 
at once. In order to compensate for the limitations of the 
visual system, attention is allocated to the most relevant 
visual information. Attention can be guided by bottom-up 
and top-down processes. That is, a specific visual feature 
can attract attention (e.g., a fast-moving object or a bright 
color), resulting in an eye movement to the source of infor-
mation (bottom-up process). In addition, knowledge about 
our environment can guide attention (top-down process).

One of the top-down mechanisms that guide attention 
is a result of implicit contextual learning, as was initially 
shown by Chun and Jiang (1998). They suggested that 
visual information from our environment can be learned 
implicitly and can subsequently guide attention to a spe-
cific target location. That is, the association between a 
target and its surrounding visual context (such as spatial 
information) can be memorized, improving performance 
on a visual search task. The contextual-cuing paradigm 
is typically used to study implicit contextual learning of 
spatial information. It involves a visual search task, in 
which a rotated target stimulus (T) is presented among a 
number of rotated distractors (Ls). The participants have 
to locate the target as quickly as possible and indicate the 
direction of rotation. Half of the spatial configurations 
(i.e., positions of the stimuli) are repeated during the ex-
periment. Interestingly, response times are shorter when 
the configurations are repeated than when they are new, 
indicating that contextual information was memorized 
(Chun, 2000; Chun & Jiang, 1998; Peterson & Kramer, 
2001). Participants are not aware of the repetitions and 

perform at chance level on a recognition memory task, 
indicating that it is an implicit memory process. This ef-
fect is found after a few repetitions (Chun & Jiang, 1998) 
and remains for weeks after testing (Chun & Jiang, 2003; 
Jiang, Song, & Rigas, 2005), indicating that it is a robust 
mechanism.

Recently, Brady and Chun (2007) proposed a model of 
implicit contextual learning, based on the idea that con-
textual learning results from the pairwise statistical as-
sociation between the distractor locations and the target. 
They used this model to predict the outcome of different 
contextual- cuing tasks. An important and interesting as-
pect of the model is that it includes a spatial constraint, as-
suming that learning is restricted to the local area around 
the target. Thus, a very limited amount of contextual in-
formation is learned, which is spatially close to the tar-
get. They stated that “observers may be encoding just one 
snapshot of the local context surrounding the target when 
it is detected” (p. 813). Brady and Chun tested this model 
by comparing modeling results with behavioral results 
under different task conditions and found that the model 
was accurate in predicting the behavioral results of vari-
ous experimental studies. The idea that implicit contex-
tual learning is restricted to local context information was 
based on the results of Olson and Chun (2002). In a series 
of experiments, they manipulated the context by repeating 
spatial information in half of the screen. Thus, contextual 
information was repeated on the same side of the target 
or on the opposite side of the target. It was found that the 
contextual-learning effect was found in the short-range 
predictive condition but not in the long-range predictive 
condition. These behavioral results were later compared 
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24.1 years and 16.3 years of education on average. They were all 
right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.

Apparatus and Stimuli
The stimuli were programmed in Presentation (Neurobehavioral 

Systems). Six stimuli were shown on each trial, including five dis-
tractors (  ) and one target (  ) (see Figure 1). The distractor stimuli 
were rotated 0º, 90º, 180º, or 270º. The target stimulus was rotated 
90º or 270º. The background color was light gray and the stimuli 
were black. The luminance of the background was 132.9 cd/m2, 
whereas the luminance of the stimuli was 0.4 cd/m2. The stimuli 
were 0.81º  0.81º. The distance between the computer screen and 
the subjects’ eyes was 52 cm. The stimuli were presented in an area 
starting at a distance of 2.4º–4.1º around the fixation cross, mean-
ing that the closest stimulus could be presented 2.4º from the fixa-
tion cross and that stimuli could be presented as far as 4.1º away. 
Thus, the subjects could never fixate a stimulus. In order to control 
whether the subjects fixated the fixation cross, eye movements were 
measured with the iViewX High-Speed Eye-Tracker (SMI). The 
fixation cross had a dimension of 0.65º  0.65º. Trials on which 
the subjects did not fixate within 1º of visual angle of the cross were 
discarded. A fixation was defined as occurring when visual gaze was 
maintained for 150 msec.

Procedure
The subjects were instructed to look at a fixation cross during 

the whole experiment and to locate the target stimulus as quickly 
as possible, without moving their eyes from the fixation cross. Sub-
sequently, they had to indicate the direction of rotation of the target 
stimulus and press one of two buttons on the keyboard. The experi-
ment consisted of 24 blocks of 12 trials, resulting in a total of 288 
trials. Each block included six configurations that were repeated 
during the experiment (once per block) and six new configurations. 
In the trials with a repeated configuration, the positions of the dis-
tractors and target “T” were constant; however, the direction of rota-
tion of the target “T” was randomly defined. During the experiment, 
two short (10-sec) intervals were given in which the subjects were 
allowed to move their eyes freely. The experiment started with 24 
practice trials, which were repeated if the subjects had difficulty in 
understanding the task or fixating the cross.

After the contextual-cuing task, the subjects were asked three 
questions: (1) Did you notice anything during the experiment? 
(2) Did you notice that some of the configurations were repeated? 
and (3) Did you try to remember the repeated configurations? 
Subsequently, a recognition task was performed in which the six 
repeated configurations were randomly shown among six new con-
figurations. The subjects were asked to indicate whether they rec-
ognized the configuration or not. No eye movements were recorded 
in this control task, nor were the subjects instructed to look at the 
fixation cross.

with the modeling results of Brady and Chun and were 
found to be comparable (Brady & Chun, 2007).

The spatial constraint that is part of the contextual-
learning model of Brady and Chun (2007) raises the ques-
tion of how such a “snapshot” of the local context is made. 
We suggest that peripheral vision has an important role in 
making such a snapshot. When locating a target, we tend 
to keep our eyes focused on the target. This implies that to 
learn the contextual information, we have to use periph-
eral vision. Our visual system is divided into central and 
peripheral vision. Central vision refers to information that 
is sensed by the central retina—that is, the foveomacular 
region (which is the part of the eye with which one fix-
ates). It processes high-resolution details, although it cov-
ers only a small part of the visual world (circa 1º of visual 
angle). In contrast, peripheral vision covers a much larger 
area of the visual world but processes only low spatial 
frequencies and degraded color information. In real life, 
we perceive a large amount of visual information with-
out actually making eye movements toward the source of 
information, thus using peripheral vision. For example, 
when we are walking to a place that we can see from afar, 
we might focus our eyes on that place already as we are 
walking to it. In the meantime, we still perceive informa-
tion from the peripheral visual field. It seems unlikely that 
as we arrive at our destination, we would have no memory 
of the environment we had walked through.

In order to define whether peripheral vision can be 
used to make a snapshot of the local context around a 
target during implicit contextual learning, we used a vi-
sual search task in which subjects had to fixate a cross 
in the middle of the computer screen. The stimuli were 
presented around the fixation cross, and the subjects were 
instructed to covertly locate a target stimulus as quickly 
as possible and indicate the direction of its orientation 
without taking their eyes off the fixation cross. Impor-
tantly, the visual search task included repeated and new 
configurations. Eye movements were recorded to define 
whether the subjects were foveating the fixation cross and 
not the stimuli. A recognition memory task was included 
at the end of the experiment in order to verify whether 
the nature of learning was truly implicit or whether the 
subjects were, to some extent, aware of the repetitions and 
had explicitly learned some of the information. In an addi-
tional experiment, we tested whether context information 
that is learned with peripheral vision remains in memory 
for a long time, as had been found in previous studies in 
which free viewing was used (Chun & Jiang, 2003). This 
second experiment, which took place around 10 days after 
the first experiment, included the configurations that were 
used in the first experiment.

METHOD

Subjects
Thirty-three healthy young subjects participated in this study. Sev-

enteen of these subjects were excluded from further analyses because 
they were unable to maintain fixation during the entire experiment 
or due to problems with the eyetracking (head movements during 
recording, subjects with contact lenses, problems with calibration). 
The remaining 16 subjects who were included had a mean age of 
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Figure 1. Example of a few displays for the contextual-cuing 
task.
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Since some subjects made an erratic saccade outside 
the fixation area on a few of the trials, it could be argued 
that implicit contextual learning has taken place during 
these saccades. In this case, the subjects who made more 
saccades outside the fixation area should show a larger 
contextual-cuing effect than the subjects who made no or 
very few saccades outside the fixation area. Therefore, we 
have analyzed the relation between the percentage of sac-
cades outside the fixation area and the extent of contextual 
learning (difference in reaction times between the new 
and old for Epochs 1–6). A one-tailed correlation analy-
sis indicated no significant effect (r  .1, p  .7), thus 
ruling out the possibility that the few saccades that were 
made outside the fixation area were responsible for the 
contextual-cuing effect.

Recognition memory task. In response to the first 
question, none of the subjects reported having noticed the 
repeated configurations. In response to the second ques-
tion, 1 subject reported having noticed one repeated con-
figuration, and 2 other subjects reported having noticed a 
few configurations. However, none of the subjects tried to 
remember the configurations. Mean correct responses for 
the repeated and new trials were 3.3 and 3.1, respectively. 
A one-sample t test indicated no significant difference be-
tween correct responses on the repeated [t(15)  0.8] and 
new [t(15)  0.2] trials, in comparison with chance level 
(3 correct).

Experiment 2
Eye movement data. Eight subjects were tested again 

10 days after the first contextual-cuing task. During this 
second contextual-cuing task, fixation was maintained on 
79.2% of the trials. Trials on which no fixation was main-
tained were excluded from further statistical analyses.

Contextual-cuing task. Mean reaction times for the 
old and new trials as a function of epoch (1 or 2) are shown 
in Figure 3. For statistical analyses, the eight blocks were 
averaged into two epochs. Trials on which an error was 

To determine whether implicit contextual learning remains in 
memory during an extended time period, the subjects performed a 
second contextual-cuing task including the same repeated configu-
rations about 10 days after participating in the first experiment. Due 
to circumstances, not all the subjects could be tested after exactly 
10 days, resulting in an average delay of 11 days. The experiment 
consisted of eight blocks of 12 trials. Each block included the six 
configurations that were used in the first experiment (repeated–old) 
and six new configurations that were repeated during the second ex-
periment (repeated–new). This repeated–new condition was included 
in order to control for new learning during the second session. If the 
repeated–old configuration had been compared with new–new con-
figurations, it would not have been possible to distinguish between 
the two following possibilities: (1) The effect is due to persistence in 
long-term memory, and (2) the effect is due to the learning that oc-
curs within a session. Since Effect 2 had already been documented in 
Experiment 1, the critical question in Experiment 2 was whether the 
learning effect would persist, and a new–new configuration would 
have been uninformative in this respect. After this contextual-cuing 
task, the same three questions as those in the first experiment were 
asked, after which a recognition memory task was performed. The 
latter task included the six repeated–old and six repeated–new con-
figurations that were used during the contextual-cuing task, as well 
as six new configurations. All other aspects were the same as those 
in Experiment 1.

RESULTS

Experiment 1
Eye movements. The subjects were able to maintain 

fixation on 82.1% of the trials. The trials in which fixa-
tion was not maintained were excluded from further sta-
tistical analyses. Mean distance from fixation (i.e., the 
distance between a fixation and the fixation cross) for 
the trials on which fixation was maintained was 0.5º of 
visual angle. For the trials on which the subjects did not 
maintain fixation, the average distance from fixation was 
1.2º of visual angle.

Contextual-cuing task. Mean reaction times in the 
first experiment are shown in Figure 2. For statistical 
analyses, the 24 blocks were averaged into six epochs. The 
subjects made very few errors (mean, 2.9%). Trials were 
excluded on which an incorrect response was given, or that 
had a response time of more than two SDs above the mean 
response time of each individual subject (mean, 5.1%).

A 2  6 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, 
with within-subjects factors of epoch (1–6) and condi-
tion (repeated and new trials). A main effect for condi-
tion [F(1,15)  14.8, p  .01] was found, indicating that 
reaction times were significantly shorter in the repeated 
condition than in the new condition. Reaction times de-
creased during the session, as is reflected in the main ef-
fect for epoch [F(5,75)  9.0, p  .01]. An interaction 
effect was found for block  session [F(5,75)  2.3, p  
.05]. When separate paired-sample t tests were performed, 
a significant effect was found for the last epoch [t(15)  
3.1, p  .01], but not for the first epoch [t(15)  1.6]. 
This interaction effect demonstrates that the difference 
in response times between the repeated and the new trials 
is larger at the end of the experiment (i.e., when learning 
has taken place), when compared with the beginning of 
the experiment, thus reflecting contextual learning during 
the experiment.
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Figure 2. Mean reaction times (RTs) and standard errors for 
the repeated and old trials in the first session as a function of 
epoch (1–6).
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evidence for the idea that detailed foveal perception is not 
necessary for the contextual-cuing effect to occur. This is 
particularly interesting, since recent studies have shown 
that it is the contextual information in spatial proximity 
to the target that is important for guiding attention (Brady 
& Chun, 2007; Olson & Chun, 2002). The combination 
of the present results and the findings of Brady and Chun 
suggest that near-peripheral (perifoveal) vision is used to 
make a snapshot of the local context around the target.

It should be noted that Brockmole, Castelhano, and 
Henderson (2006) recently showed that the importance of 
the spatial proximity of context information to the target 
does not hold for natural scenes. By varying the global 
and local contexts in real-world scenes, they showed that 
targets are more likely to be associated to global content 
than to local content. Since this variation is most likely 
dependent on the types of stimuli and environments that 
are used, it will be essential to test the role of peripheral 
vision in more naturalistic real-life scenes.

The results of the second experiment indicate that infor-
mation that is learned through peripheral vision remains 
in memory for a long time period. Ten days after partici-
pating in the first experiment, the subjects were tested on 
a contextual-cuing task that contained the same repeated 
trials (repeated–old) as those used in the first experiment. 
A highly significant effect between the repeated–new and 
the repeated–old trials was found in the first epoch, indi-
cating that the configurations remained in memory during 
those 10 days. Importantly, this could not be the result 
of the implicit contextual learning that took place within 
the second experiment, since the new configurations 
( repeated–new) were also repeated, thus correcting for 
new learning effects. The interaction effect that was found 
between epoch and condition indicates that the difference 
between repeated–new and repeated–old trials was larger 
in the first epoch than in the second epoch. Although the 
long-term contextual-cuing effect was reflected in the first 
epoch, it can be speculated that it disappears in the second 
epoch because of learning of the repeated–new configura-
tions during the second experiment, resulting in shorter 
response times in the second epoch. Indeed, repeated–new 
configurations remained new only during the first epoch. 
As a result of this learning effect, the difference between 
the repeated–old and repeated–new trials became smaller 
in the second epoch.

It should be noted that in the second experiment, the 
same subjects were tested as in the first experiment, so the 
subjects could have expected that repeated configurations 
would be used, even though they were not informed about 
the repetitions in the second experiment. However, none of 
the subjects indicated having noticed the repetitions, nor 
did they perform above chance level on the recognition 
task. This rules out the possibility that explicit memory 
processes were involved in the second experiment.

The distinction between peripheral and central vision 
has often been made when the retina and low-level cortical 
correlates of basic visual functions, such as contrast sen-
sitivity or local speed discrimination (Anderson, Drasdo, 
& Thompson, 1995; Castelo-Branco et al., 2006; Harris 
& Fahle, 1996; Mendes et al., 2005; Silva et al., 2005), 

made (2.5% on average) were excluded from analyses, 
as well as trials on which the response time was longer 
than two SDs above the average for each individual sepa-
rately (5.2%, on average). The data were then subjected to 
a 2  2 repeated measures ANOVA, with within- subjects 
factors of epoch (1 or 2) and condition (repeated–old or 
repeated–new trials). A main effect was found for the con-
dition variable [F(1,7)  7.2, p  .05], indicating shorter 
response times on the repeated–old trials. No main effect 
was found for epoch [F(1,7)  0.0]. However, an inter-
action effect was found between condition and epoch 
[F(1,7)  10.9, p  .05], indicating that the difference 
between the old and new trials was larger in the first epoch 
than in the second (as would be expected from the fact that 
repeated–new configurations remain new only during the 
first epoch).

Recognition memory task. None of the subjects re-
ported having noticed the repetitions, nor did they try to 
memorize the configurations. Mean correct responses 
were calculated for the repeated–old (2.9), repeated–new 
(2.5), and new trials (3.3). One-sample t tests indicated 
that there was no significant difference between chance 
level (3 correct responses) and correct responses for the 
repeated–old [t(7)  0.8], repeated–new [t(7)  0.2], and 
new [t(7)  0.7] trials.

DISCUSSION

The aim of the present study was to define whether 
implicit contextual learning can take place in peripheral 
vision. Therefore, a visual search task was designed in 
which subjects had to foveate a fixation cross while co-
vertly searching for a target stimulus among a number 
of distractors that were presented in the peripheral vi-
sual field. The results of the first experiment show that 
when configurations were repeated, response times were 
shorter, indicating that contextual information was memo-
rized. The subjects did not notice the repetitions, nor were 
they able to identify repeated configurations on a subse-
quent recognition memory task, underlining the implicit 
nature of this memory process. These findings provide 
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studies refer to overt attention, since target and context 
information can be foveated. In our study, not even target 
stimuli were overtly attended by means of fixations (they 
had to be covertly searched for), which ensured that con-
text could be stored only within the framework of periph-
eral representations. Therefore, the present study suggests 
that covert attention might play a facilitatory role in im-
plicit contextual learning. By making only covert shifts of 
attention to the stimuli in the periphery, the subjects were 
still able to learn the spatial relations between the stimuli. 
Subsequently, covert attention could be guided by mem-
ory in order to locate the targets more quickly. These find-
ings extend the results of previous studies showing that 
covert attention might play an important role in memory. 
For example, short-term priming of location or stimulus 
features has been found for covert attention (Maljkovic & 
Nakayama, 1994, 1996). Furthermore, our findings ex-
tend previous knowledge on perceptual-priming tasks, in 
which learning is known to occur independently of aware-
ness (Joyce & Kutas, 2005; Meister et al., 2005; Wiggs & 
Martin, 1994, 1998).

In conclusion, this study uncovered the fact that dur-
ing implicit contextual learning, covert shifts of attention 
enable contextual information to be perceived and stored 
with peripheral vision. This peripherally perceived infor-
mation can remain in memory for at least 10 days, and up 
to that time, it guides covert attention to the target location. 
It would be interesting if future research directly compared 
parallel processing within peripheral and central vision.
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